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Abstract. Procedures fQr constructing representations of each of the finite number of sequences, 
i.e., w-words, that bclo~~g to t:?e adherence of an arbitrary DOL language are given. A procedure 
I> then given for deciding whether or not the languages generated by an arbitrary pair of DOL 
qstems have the same adherence. From an arbitrary DOL system simpler systems arc constructed 
which have the same :Idherence as the original system. Representations of the sequences in the 
adherence of these simpler systems are then constructed. Such sequences either have the form 
llLYW for finite strings u C\nd L’ or they have a form widely discussed by Salomaa: 
W4(SW(S). . h”(S~. . . . where ht WI = W. The problem of deciding equality of two sequences 
of the I.~taer type was recently solved by Culik and Harju (1981) and their algorithm is a major 
tool used here for decidin!! the adh<rcnctt rq~. .Aence of DOL languages. 
1. Background and introduction 
Let /2 be an alphabet, i.e., a finite non-empty set. Let A* be the set of all finite 
strings of symbols in _A including the empty string, 1. Let A’” be the set of infinite 
sequences, also called w-words, Q, u2 . . . a, . . . with each a, in A, i 2 1. By a prefix 
of either a string in A* or a sequence in A” wt mean a finite initial segment of the 
string or the sequence. A prefix of a string is proper if it does not coincide with the 
string. Thus the empty string is a proper prefix of every non-empty string. Let i 
be a language over A, i.e.. let L c A*. The adherence of L, Adh I., is the subset of 
XL) for which: a sequence is in Adh L precisely if each of its prefixes is a prefix of 
some string in L. Adherences of context-free languages ha\ 3 been studied by Boztsson 
and Nivat in [2]. and in [ 1, Part II] Nivat h:js used the adherence concept in studying 
the sychronization of concurrent processtx 
A DOL svsterrl G = (,k 11, W) consists of an alphabet A. a homomorphism II : A* -+ 
A*, and u non-null strins w irl A*. I’he sequence generated by G is the sequence 
W, II@), /I’( w), , . . , h’(w), . . . of strings in A*. The language generated by 3 is 
the set L( ‘) = (h’( w) : i 2~ 0). .c\dherences of DOL languages were discussed by =Culik 
and Salomaa in [4]. Hou~ever, their main concern was with limit languages in the 
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following sense: The limit of a language L, Lim L, ov-‘r an alphabet A consists of 
those sequences in A’” for which for any positive integer k, the sequence possesses 
a prefix longer than k that lies in L. Apparently Lim L c Adh L for all languages. 
In [4, Section 31 the relationship between the adherence of a DOL language and the 
limit of the DOL language was discussed and an equivalent of the following fact, 
which is fundamental for our work here, was stated without proof [4, Theorem 31: 
rf a DOL language L fails to be a prefix code then Adh L = Lim L. Recall that a 
subset C of A*\{ 1) is a prefix code if whenever strings 14 and LID lie in C’ it follows 
that u = 1. We devote the next paragraph to a brief review of limits of DOL languages. 
If a language is a prefix code then it follows from the definition of the limit of a 
language that Lim L is empty Let G = (A, h, w) be a DOL system for which L = L(G) 
is infinite blrt fails to be a prefix code. Let up, = h’( w) for i 2 0. Then there is a least 
non-negative integer I for which wI is a proper prefix of another string in L. Let 
P be the least positive integer for which H+ is a proper prefix of MI’~+~~ It follows 
easily that, for each positive integer n, wit ,, is a proper prefix of H’~, , . l3. In particular 
for each .I, 1s.I~ I+P-- 1, {w~.,.,~~: k 2 0) is an infinite prefix chain, i.e., N*.~ + kIB is 
a proper prefix of Wl , , L + 1 ,I> for all k 3 0. The initial portion. {w, : 0 6 is I + P- I}, 
of the sequence generated by G is a prefix code. It follows that L is the union of 
preciseIy I + P maximal prefix chains. The: first I of these chains are singletons and 
the last P of these chains are the P infinite prefix chains noted above. Further, since 
the first I + P strings generated by G constitute a prefix code. it follows that these 
maximal prefix chains are pairwise disjoint :md that thcrc arc no other maxima! 
prefix chains in L. Apparently Lim L consists of exab:tly P scyuences. Wc r&3 
the method of reprcscnting such secpmxs: I .ct u = wl for any J satisfying I s .I %- 
! + P - 1 . Then II is ;1 proper prefix of /I”( II ‘I ;md 11 I’( Q) = us for a string s which is 
non-riior!:il. i.c.. h’( $1 f 1 for A1 i :? 0. Let s, = /I”‘( s; for i 4. It t’ollo~~~ that thtb 
s%rings in the prefix chain { wI + Lf3 : k 2 (1) haw the form: 14, US,,, 
Lf.S,,.S, . . . . . lfS,,S, . . . .S,[’ . . . . The associated t’lement of Lim I_ is the infinite sequence 
IfS,,SI . . . s,, . . . , Thus Lim I- consists of exactly P such serpe~~ces, mt for each .I. 
I-- JS 1+p-- 1. 
for which f(u) = UX, s( L’) = t‘y, and X, y are non-mortal, we have ux,,xI . . . x, . . . = 
t’y,,yl . . . y,. . . . where x, =f’(x) and y,=g’(y) for i HI. This latter problem has 
now been solved by Culik and Harju in [3]. From the perspective of the present 
article, [4] and [3] constitute the solution of the adherence equivalence problem 
for the class consisting of those DOL languages that are not prefix codes. 
Our first objective is to give algorithms for constructing satisfactory representa- 
tions of each of the sequences belonging to the adherence of an arbitrary DOL 
language. This is done in Section 3 through the use of auxiliary DOL systems 
constructed from the origin;11 system. Our second objective is to complete the 
solution of the adherence equiv&nce problem for DOL languages by employing 
the solution of the limit equk. lence problem given in [3] to auxiliary systems 
constructed in Section 3. The restilting algorithm for deciding adherence equivalence 
of DOL languages is then given in Section 4 with one procedure being separated 
out as Section 5. Three purely srring theoretic lemmas are relegated to Section 6. 
In Section 2 we present a devize used in Section 3 for showing that the adherences 
of the auxiliary systems coincide with the adherences of the systems from which 
they are const rutted. 
Frequent use will be made of the fact that it is decidable whether the language 
gcnerdted ‘:I’ a I XIL system is f,nite [ 121. The fact that the adherence of an arbitrar) 
DOL langti&e is finite has prt~viousl~ hcun :ioted in [4, p. 331. See [s) and [9] as 
general references on DO!, systems. 
2. Elementary facts about adherences and DOL systems 
-1s ws noted in [Z], a language hay emptv adherence if and only if the language . 
is finite. This result may also be obtained from our first proposition by considering 
the special caze in which II is the null string. 
Proof. SuppoX that s i\ it sequence in Alh L. Then there ;xe distinct prefixes 
14,. 142. . . . , II,, . . . of x for which each II, is a prcfis of a string in L. But then cxh 
prefix of s i\ ;i pwfis of infinitely m;rn>~ of the II, and thcrcforc of infinitely many 
strings ii1 I,. 
SuppOx IIOV.’ that 11 i’s a prefix of txch of’ a -I infinite scqwnce of distinct strings 
t.1 , I’>, . - . , l’,, . . in I_. i-or each positive integer II and each c, of length 2 II, let 
L’,(U) be the 11th symbol in c,. Let k be the kngth of II. From the z!, w specify a 
seq1enc.e .x in Adh L that has II as a prefix: 
( 1 ) I..er aI, + , be a symbol that appears in the ( k + 1)st location in infinitely man!, 
of the P,. Delett: from the list of C, all those strings not having L{~, i in the (k + ? 1st 
loca t ic n. 
(2) Having specified ok+!, , . . , &+, let ak+,+] be a symbol that occurs in the 
(k +j+ l,bst location of infinitely many of the remaining c,. Delete from the list of 
c, all those strings not having al, +,, , in the (k + j+ 1 )st location. 
(3) The >+equence ltnl, + loki2.. . LQ,,. . . lies in Adh L and has II as a prefix. c1 
Corollary 2.2. Let L and M be arbitrary languages over an alphabet A. Therl 
Adh L c Adh M if ard only if each string thnt occws as a prefix of infinitely nm~y 
strings in L also occurs as a prefix of infirnitely many strings in M. 
There are two standard techniques used in the study of a DOL system G = (A, h, WI 
that interact neatly with adherence: skipping ahead and speeding up. In studying G 
we may set aside an initial segment (h’(w) : 0~ i=s tt - 1) and skip ahead ta the 
study of the system (A, h, \I’*( w*)). Or we may argue by treating each of the it 
branches obtained by replacing the study of G by the study of n sped ups: (A, II”. w). 
(A, h”, /I( WI), . . . , (A, h”, 11” ‘( u’)). The adherence of G is unchanged by skipping 
ahead. The union of the adherences of the II speed ups of G recovers the original 
adherence of G. These techniques will be used in the proof of the next proposition 
and in the proof of Theorem 3.1, In the next paragraph the system H is formed 
from the system C; by skipping ahead by PII: 
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The sequence a6ab” is the unique sequence in the adherence gf L;Gj where 
G = ((a. b, c}, h, abac) with h(a) = a, h(b) = 6, and h(c) = br. It is easily seen that 
this sequence cannot lie in Lim L for any DOL language L. Thus it \vill not be 
possible to entirely reduce the study of adherences of DOL languages to the study 
of limits of DOL languages. Nevertheless, in succeeding sections we shift the major 
burden in studying Adh 6 to Lim L, for L a DOL language. 
3. Representations for each sequence in the adherence of a DOL language 
Let G = (A, II, w) he a DOL system. A symbol a in A is finite or infinite according 
as (A, h, u) generates a finite or an infinite language. For each string s in A* define 
the string s1 as follow: If no infinite symbol occurs in s, then s-l’= s, otherwise se1 
is the prefix of s which consists of all occurrences of symbols en s up to znd including 
the first occurrence of an infinite symbol in s. Call s7 the truncation 0; s. Associate 
with G the second DOL system TG = (A, h”‘, w ‘) where 11“ is defined by setting 
I?(u)=[h(u)]’ for each LI’ in A. Notice that UTG)=(s’ : s in L(G)}. 
Let s be a finite string in A”. WC say that s is primititle if s = t” holds for a string 
t and ;L pc~itive i:lteger 11 only if t = s and n = 1. Note that this definition excludes 
the null s?Lng from bemg primitive. For every non-null string s there is a unique 
primitive string r for which s = r” for some positive integer H. We caIl r the primiriue 
root of s. See [6, Section I .3] for elementary properties of primitive strings. Ry SC” 
we mean the sequence .sss. . . . 
Theorem 3J. Lxt G = (A. h. w) he u DOL system jor which L( TG) is infinite. Thejt 
fhere are strirlgs xl. . . . , .xrl, y,, . . . , y,! ill A* jor which Adh G = Adh TG = 
{A-, y’!“. . . . . A-,,$~). For each i, 1 5 i 5 II, x, and yI rnuy he chosen srtch that yI is a 
prinlitire string acid either A-, = 1 or the right-most symbol of x, differs from the right-most 
syr~hol of y,. With thtw choice.5 made the strirlgs x, and y, irz each representation X-J; 
are ctrliquc. 
Proof. Since TG is a prcfis of G we have Adh G = Adh TG by PI oposition 2.3. 
We now lighten the notation TG = ( A, It ‘, w ’ ) before computing B.(TG 1: We let 
k = If ’ and wc‘ express \5*’ = ua where only finite symbols occur in u and where LI 
i\ an infinite qmbol rcl;rlivc to TG. We m;lv now write TG = (A, k, rrd. WC will 
use‘ skip ;ihc;rds and speed up> to show that L(TG) = F u s, &, (1 I LJ - - - u s,,y~ ?,,a.+, 
6 :ICrC: F i5 finite; 11 is ;I positive inttqer; N,. . . . , a,, are infinite symbols; 
x,. J’,. q.. . . . _v,I, _vrr, z,z 3’~ strings. and yL,. . . , y,i are not null. The set F will consist 
of strings skipped over. The value of n will arise from the net effect of two speed ups. 
The sequence of infinite symbols, otte from each k’(a), i 2 0, is eventually periodic. 
C’onsquently, after an appropriate skip ahead and an appropriate speed up we ma!, 
assunit‘ ‘IX; = (A. k. rda ), where k(a ) == ra for a string 1‘ of finite symbols. Let 
l*, = k ’ ! I* ) fol- i -3 (3. Each L‘, is non-null since otherwise L(TG) would be finite. Since 
only finite symbols occur in u, the sequence v,, i 2 0 is eventually periodic, i.e., 
there is a nonnepatjve irlteger I and a positive integer P for which cK +fB = vh for 
all K 2 I. Let u, = k’( u)jfor i 2 0. Since on14 finite symbols occur in U, the sequence 
II,. i 2 0. is eventually periodic, i.e., there is a nonnegative integer J and a positive 
integer 0 for which uK + O = Us far all K 3 J. Let M = max{l, J} and R = I.c.m.(f? 0). 
After skipping ahead by M and speeding up by R we may assume TG= 
(A, k”. II.~~L’,\~ l . . . ~,a). For such a TG, L( TG) = tl,,, ( u,jf + K I . . . c,\!)* c,,, I . . . t’(d~ 
This language has the form x, Y:~o, where _yI = u.~~, _v[ = ctf4 H I . . . taco, zI = 
C,ll 1 - * * ql, and aI = u. The union of several speed ups of this form with the finite 
set that was skipped over gives a’n expression for L(TG) of the form claimed above. 
Since Adh X,J$Z,CI, = .I$ for each i. I s i 5 II, we have Adh (; = Adh TG = 
{X, y;“. . . . . x,,y:~}. If for some i, 1 5 i 5 II. x, = s:b and ,c; = ~(6 for a symbol b then 
X,Y:” = s:C /I$)“‘. Redenote s: ‘W s, ilnd h~( bv ~7~. After iterating thk process as man> _ . . 
time\ its nccet,sary we may ;tssume that for each i, 1 s i s. II, either _Y, = I or t hc 
right-most ~nbol m s, diifcrs from the right-most symbol of _v,. Ef _v, is not primitive. 
it may IX I-~pk.ccd by its primitive root which must h;rvc the same r-ight-tn~~st s!mboI 
;t\ y,. With thcsc adjustments accompli&d catch s, and each _v, is unique by Lcmm;~ 
6.1. i -1 
Representations of the individual sequences in Adh G = i,im NCJ may now be 
given as described in the third paragraph of Section I. 
4. The algorithm for deciding adherence equivalence 
Theorem 4.1. Let F = (A, f, u) nrzd G = (A. g, c) be DOL systems. Then it is decidable 
whether or uot Adh F = Adh G. 
Proof. Decide if LI F) is fMe. Decide if L( (3) is finite. If both languages are finite 
then the adherences are equal since they are both empty. If one language ia, finite 
and the other is infink then the adherences are not equal since one is empty and 
one is not. We continule only if both languages are infinite: 
Construct the DOL system TF as specified in Section 3. Decide whether f.(TF) is 
finite. IO’ UTF) is finite then construct the DOL system NF as specified in section 3. 
Construct the DOL system TG. Decide whether L(TG) is finite. If LUG) is finite, 
then construct the DOL syrtem NG. The algorithm now takes a three-way branch: 
CL?SP 1. If L(TF) and L(TG) are both infinite: From Theorem 3.1 we have 
Adh F = Adh XT- and Adh G = Adh TG. By means of the procedures in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 express AJh TF ah a finite collection of sequences of the form x_V’ 
whtxre F is a primitive striilg and either s = 1 or the right-most symbol in s differs 
from the right-most symM in y. Do the same for TG. In view of the uniqutlness 
of the strings s and y in a;uch representations, Adh TF = Adh TG precisely iT the 
mutations _Vv”’ for the sequences in Adh TF and in Adh TG are identical. 
Case 2. If L.( TF 1 and L(TG) are both tinite: By Theorem 3.2, Adh F = Lim NF 
and ‘+dh <; = Lim NG. Apply the algorithm of C’ulik and Harju [3] to decide whether 
Lim NF = Lim NG. 
Case 3. The only remaining case is that in which one of L(TF) and L(TG) is 
finite and the other is infinite. We may assume that TF denotes the system for which 
L,(TF) is finite and consequently that t(TG) is infinite. Express Adh G = Adh TG, 
vi:) Theorem 3.1, as a finite collection of sequences each of which is of the form 
II 1*‘(I). By Theorem 3.2, Adh F = Lim NF. As reviewed in Section 1 (or we [3] or 
[ I 11,. Lim NF consists of a finite co!lection of sequences each of which has the form 
~r3+~(.s~lr~( s) . . . I?‘(S) . . , where u’, s and h are defined via a DOL system (A, 11, ~9 
k\.hich is constructed vi;! a skip ahead and a speed up from NF and satisfies I(( ~9 = ws 
with s not mortal. Thus to complctc the decision whether Adh F = Adh G we need 
only mkc use of a finite number of applications of an algorithm for deciding whether 
l$’ = rr*.slr ( s 1 II -‘( s 1 . . . 11 f s 1 . . . , n*herc w. s and II are defined via a DOL system 
(A, 12, rv) satisfying 12(w) = W’S with s not mortal. Such an algorithm is given in 
Theorem 5.2. tl 
Let L TV a language over an alphabet A and suppose that L = F u L( cI1) u * l - u 
I.( C-i,, f for a finite set F and DOL s> stems G,, . . , , CC;,,. Then ;4dh L = Adh CT, u _ a - u 
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Adh G,, and consequently Adh L is finite and consit s of sequences each of which 
has either the form xy” for strings x and y, or the form wsh(s)h’(s) . . . h’(s). . . , 
where the w, x and h are associated with some DOL system G = (A, h, w) for which 
/I( W) = ws with s not mortal. Suppose now that L and M are two such languages. 
The comparison of Adh L and Adh M reduces to comparing pairs of sequences 
having such representations. Since we have shown that each pairwise decision can 
be made, for languages L and M of this prescribed form, Adh L = Adh M is 
decidable. Without repeating the definitions here we note that the following three 
ciasses of languages, each of which contains the class of DOL languages, are known 
to have this form: FDOL languages (defined in [9, p. 89]), DDTOL languages (defined 
in [S-j), and slender OL languages (defined in [7]). 
Corolltary 4.2. It is dedable whether Adh L = Adh M for my pair of laftguagcs L 
ard ,kl tpach of which is either all FDOL, a DDTOL, or [I slender OL. laupuqe. 
It v-ah shown in [J] that equivalence of adherence is undecidable for DTOL 
hglKtgCS. 
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(i) For each p 2 1 there k a 9 2 1 for which 
5 = X$,, = 2, - 1 . . . Z,,l 9 X,) . . . xp- 1. 
(ii) For each p 2 1 there is a 9 2 I for which 
(iii) For each p 2 1 there is a 9 2 1 for which 
x,,.q . . . xp IX,,Zp%p ) . . . f,Z(, = r”. 
The proof ol” :iii) uses (i). Assertions (ii) and (iii) yield I’” = yoyl . . . y,, . . . since 
from (ii) wc h:b\,e 
and by (iii) . 
X(,X1 . . . A-,, 1 xpz,,z,, 1 . . . z, Z(, = F3 
for positive integers 9( 1). 9(Z), 9( 3). 
Suppose now that )J( r) = Z.Y. Let 9 = 3+ i where i is t!le’ non-negative ?nteger 
appearing in the representation y = r%‘x. Elementary finite induction arguments on 
/-I establish each of the following assertions: 
( iv) :‘\Y en ah p 2 I, rI = .xpzr = zr, , A-[, I. 
(19 ;Gr each p 20, X, . . . x,,( +.y..V = Px,~ . . . _q_ 
t c i J I-or each p 2 1. );, = ( z, l xp_. )‘kTlp 
(vii) For each p 2 0, yoyl . . . );, = ry’ P’ htIxl . . . xp 
The proof of (v) uses (A). The proof of (vii) uses (vi) and then (v). Assertion (vii) 
yields r”’ = y,,y . _ y,, . . . since from (1 ii) we see that for everyp 2 0. the first 9( p + 1) 
length r s,\vrnbc4s of the two sequences coincide. q 
Theorem 5.2. Let G = (A, h, w) be a IDOL system for which h( w) = ws for a strirtg 
s. Let s,, = h”(2), for t1 2 0. Let u arid t be strings over A. Then it is decidable whether 
or riot uvw = rvs,,sl . . . s,, . . . . 
Proof. We begin by assuming that s is not mortal and that v is not r:ll since 
otherwise at least one of the two sequences degenerates to a finite string. lf u is 
not a prefix of lvs,,sI . . . s,, . . . , then the sequences are not equal. Othcrwk, compute 
the least nonnegative integer k for which u is a prefix of wstl . . . sk. If w+. . . sk is 
not Lj prefix of &’ then the sequences are not equal. otherwise, compute the 
no megrltivc integer i and the proper prefix x of the string t! for which w+, . . . sk = 
UL“.L Compute the string z for which v = xz. Compute the primitive string r and 
the positive integer j tar which zx = r’. Since uv” = uv’xz(xz)I” = UV’X(ZX)‘” = UUW” 
and we have matched uv’x successfully with wso . . . sk, our decision is now reduced 
tc determining whether or not P’ = skt 1~k+2. . sk+,, . . . . 
If r4 is not a prefix of sk+lsk+Z.. Sk+,,. . . , then the sequences are not equal. 
Othttrwise compute the least positive integer p for which r’ is a prefix of SL + 1 . . . Q+[,. 
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Form the DOL system D = (A, H, y) where H = hP alld y = sk+ l . . . sk +p Let y,, = 
H”(y) for n 30. Since yfry,. . . y,,. . . =s~+~s~+~. . . s~+,~. . . our decision is now 
reduced to determining whether or not rw = yoyI . . . y,, . . . . 
Compute H(r). If length H(T) < length r, then the sequences are distinct by the 
foliowing contradiction argument: Assume P = y,,yl . . . y,, . . . . Then for etrch nor - 
negative integer n, y. . . . ,v,, = r4t for an integer 4 2 4 and a proper prefix t of *. 
Consequently, when n is sufficiently large the difference - d = 
length H( y,, . . . y,) -length y,) . . . y,, assumes negative values that are arbitrarily 
large in absolute value. However, H( y. . . . y,,) = y1 . . . Y,~+ I and consequently d = 
length y,, t 1 - length ycb > -length y(, for all n -- > 0. This colrtradiction establishes the 
assertion. 
We continue under the assumption that length W(r) 2 length r. Proposition 5.1 
now indicates the remaining steps of the algorithm: Compute the propel prefix x’ 
of r for which y = T%‘X for an i 2 0. Compute the suffix z’ of r so that r = s’z’ if 
s’ # 1 and set z’ = 1 if x’ = 1. Test the string W(r) to determine whether or not it 
has the form z’rY for some j -2 0. By Proposition 5.1 the sequences are equal if 
and only if H(r) has this form. III 
6. Lemmas on strings 
Proof. suppc’sc it, # 142. We may assume that 14; is the longer string and let 14: = 
UiLI, . . . ah with n,, . . . , clA in A. Let w, I1 be the lengths of c, and c2, respectively. 
Then c;’ and I$’ have the slime length. Let r be a positive integer for which no 2 k. 
Let V’, = ~1;” and 1~‘: = cy’“. A consideration of the string II? V2 V2 and its initial 
segment 14~ V, V, gives the following conclusions: (i) the kth symbol of VI is Qk; 
and (ii) the kth :q~~~bol of V’, is the right-most symbol of 13’:. Since the right-most 
svmbol of 1,‘: is the right-most symbol of c2 we arrive at the contradiction: the 
right-most qmbol of z!, is cl,, which is ;~lso the right-most symbol of 11~. We conclude 
that 14, = 14:. From 14, /I;” = II& it then f’r~llows thiit r*y = VT. But then L’;! = v:’ which 
by the primitivity,of L‘, and L‘-, +ds ~8, = Q. i-1 
Proof. Any occurrence of t’ as a substring of 17 prok.des an equation VL’ = uvx. To 
establish this lemma we need only show that either II = 1 or u = v. Suppose u # 1. 
From CC = wx it follows that length u d length C. C’onsequently, there i:, a string w 
for which c = WV. Substituting UW’ for t: in L’V = uvx then yields uwuw = uuwx from 
which wu = uw follows. Since u is primitive and u f 1 we conclude from v = MW = wu 
that w = 1 and c = u. Cl 
Lemma 6.3. Let c he a primitiax string and let s be a substring of t“* for which 
length 5 2 lWlC4 k&l L‘ - 1. Therl s has a unique factorization in the form s = zv’y 
where z is a proper @ix of ~7, i 2 I . and y is a proper prejix of L. 
Proof. Since length s > twice length c - 1. the existence of a factorization of the 
desired form is clear. The uniqueness follows from Lemma 6.2. ci 
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